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[1] Mapping of the aphelion clouds over the Tharsis plateau and retrieval of their
particle size and visible opacity are made possible by the OMEGA imaging
spectrometer aboard Mars Express. Observations cover the period from MY26 Ls = 330 to
MY29 Ls = 180 and are acquired at various local times, ranging from 8 AM to 6 PM.
Cloud maps of the Tharsis region constructed using the 3.1 mm ice absorption band reveal
the seasonal and diurnal evolution of aphelion clouds. Four distinct types of clouds are
identified: morning hazes, topographically controlled hazes, cumulus clouds and thick
hazes. The location and time of occurrence of these clouds are analyzed and their
respective formation process is discussed. An inverse method for retrieving cloud
particle size and opacity is then developed and can only be applied to thick hazes. The
relative error of these measurements is less than 30% for cloud particle size and 20% for
opacity. Two groups of particles can be distinguished. The first group is found over flat
plains and is composed of relatively small particles, ranging in size from 2 to 3.5 mm.
The second group is characterized by particle sizes of 5 mm which appear to be quite
constant over Ls and local time. It is found west of Ascraeus and Pavonis Mons, and near
Lunae Planum. These regions are preferentially exposed to anabatic winds, which may
control the formation of these particles and explain their distinct properties. The water ice
column is equal to 2.9 pr.mm on average, and can reach 5.2 pr.mm in the thickest clouds of
Tharsis.
Citation: Madeleine, J.-B., et al. (2012), Aphelion water-ice cloud mapping and property retrieval using the OMEGA imaging
spectrometer onboard Mars Express, J. Geophys. Res., 117, E00J07, doi:10.1029/2011JE003940.
1. Introduction
“I have often noticed occasional changes of partial bright belts (…)
and also once a darkish one, in a pretty high latitude (…). And these
alterations we can hardly ascribe to any other cause than the variable
disposition of clouds and vapours floating in the atmosphere of that
planet.”
[Herschel, 1784, p. 273]
[2] More than two centuries after the pioneering observa-
tions of William Herschel, the flotilla of satellites orbiting
the red planet provides an unique opportunity to discover
their detailed properties and better understand their forma-
tion process.
[3] Characterizing the morphology and microphysical
properties of Martian clouds is key to understand many
processes at various scales. First, clouds play a major role in
the water cycle by modulating the flux of water vapor from
one hemisphere to the other [Clancy et al., 1996; Richardson
et al., 2002]. Therefore, a good knowledge of their proper-
ties is necessary to accurately predict the water cycle in
global climate models [Montmessin et al., 2004]. Second,
cloud properties are sensitive meteorological indicators.
They reflect the dynamical, temperature, humidity and
aerosol conditions of the air parcel in which they formed.
Then, clouds absorb and scatter the solar and infrared radi-
ation, thereby impacting on the atmospheric temperature and
dynamics [Haberle et al., 1999; Colaprete and Toon, 2000;
Hinson and Wilson, 2004; Wilson et al., 2008]. They also
play a key role in the atmospheric chemistry, by heteroge-
neous reactions with gaseous species [Lefèvre et al., 2008].
Finally, the cloud properties reflect their detailed micro-
physics, and give an opportunity to investigate the processes
of nucleation and crystal growth in a different environment
than the Earth [Michelangeli et al., 1993; Colaprete et al.,
1999; Määttänen et al., 2005; Iraci et al., 2010].
[4] Changes in cloud properties occur both on seasonal
and diurnal bases. The diurnal changes are amplified by
the large diurnal temperature variations of Mars, and cloud
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properties can be expected to vary drastically over the course
of a day. This is particularly true for aphelion clouds which
are the focus of this paper. Their seasonal variations are now
well-known, but the same cannot be said for diurnal varia-
tions. Apart from the early analyses by Curran et al. [1973]
(revisited by Zasova et al. [2001]) and Petrova et al. [1996],
the most complete study of cloud properties to date was
made by Clancy et al. [2003] and Wolff and Clancy [2003],
who used the Thermal Emission Spectrometer of Mars
Global Surveyor (TES/MGS) to constrain the particle size
and opacity of clouds for hundreds of Emission Phase
Functions (EPFs). This data set has good spatial and sea-
sonal coverage, but is limited in local time, since the sun-
synchronous orbit of MGS only permits retrievals at 2 PM
(2 AM observations are difficult to handle in the thermal
infrared because of the reduced surface-atmosphere thermal
contrast). Tamppari et al. [2003] focused on the diurnal
evolution of cloud coverage using the Viking Infrared
Thermal Mapper (IRTM), but did not have the possibility to
retrieve cloud particle size and opacity. Another attempt has
been made by Glenar et al. [2003], who looked at the
Martian clouds at Kitt Peak Observatory over three nights,
allowing to follow the evolution of aphelion clouds over
6 Martian hours at Ls = 130. Unfortunately, this method
was not able to distinguish particle sizes greater than
4 mm.
[5] The OMEGA (Observatoire pour la Minéralogie,
l’Eau, les Glaces et l’Activité) imaging spectrometer of Mars
Express gives the opportunity to bridge these gaps. First, the
Mars Express orbit allows retrieval of cloud properties at
various local times, ranging from 8 AM to 6 PM. Secondly,
the spectral range includes the 1.5, 2, and 3.1 mm absorption
bands of water ice, giving sufficient spectral information to
measure cloud particle sizes greater than 4 mm.
[6] This paper is thus an attempt to refine our knowledge
of the diurnal evolution of aphelion clouds. To do so,
regional cloud maps are constructed and a method to retrieve
cloud particle size and opacity is developed. The following
questions are then addressed:
[7] 1. What is the diurnal variation in cloud cover and
morphology in the Tharsis region?
[8] 2. How do the corresponding particle sizes and optical
thicknesses evolve?
[9] 3. How can we interpret these observations in the light
of the regional climate conditions?
[10] To answer these questions, we focus on the area of
Tharsis where cloud occurrence is the largest. This corre-
sponds to the quadrant formed by the coordinates 30S–
127W/42N–55W [see, e.g., Benson et al., 2003, Fig-
ure 6b]. After describing the OMEGA instrument (section 2),
we first map the clouds in the Tharsis region using a simple
spectral ratio and over three Martian years (MY27 to
MY29). In doing so, we outline the changes in the cloud
cover and morphology for different periods and local times
(section 3). Then, we extend the analysis by developing a
retrieval algorithm of cloud particle size and opacity. In
subsequent sections, we detail the limits and uncertainties
of the method (section 4.1 and Appendix A) and analyze
the space and time evolution of the cloud microphysical
properties (section 4.2). All the results are finally discussed
in the light of our present knowledge of cloud microphysics
and Martian global climate (section 5). In the concluding
section, we summarize the main results and answer the
above three questions.
2. The OMEGA Near-Infrared Imaging
Spectrometer
2.1. Spacecraft Orbit
[11] The orbit of Mars Express was chosen to provide good
observing conditions both during daytime (optical systems)
and nighttime (radar sounding). The orbit pericenter moves
over the planet, at an altitude of around 300 km, covering
regions at various local times. The orbit is nearly polar,
having an inclination of 86.6 [Hechler and Yanez, 2003].
It was in 11:3 resonance (i.e. the spacecraft returns to the
same latitude after 11 orbits and 3 sols, with a slight change
in longitude) until the end of 2007, when it switched to a
15:8 resonance. In our study, only nadir observations are
considered, and correspond to the parts of the orbit where
altitude is lower than 4500 km [see Langevin et al., 2007,
Figure 2].
2.2. Instrument Characteristics
[12] OMEGA is an imaging spectrometer that provides
spectral image cubes (x, l, y) of the atmosphere and the
surface. Wavelength ranges from 0.35 to 5.1 mm, using
three different channels and a total of 352 spectels. These
three channels are called “visible” (0.35–1.05 mm), “C” (1–
2.77 mm) and “L” (2.65–5.1 mm).
[13] The visible channel is built in a pushbroom configu-
ration, whereas C and L sensors operate in a whiskbroom
mode. The altitude of the spacecraft ranges from 300 to
4500 km during nadir observations. Consequently, the swath
width is changed to 16, 32, 64 or 128 pixels, in order of
increasing altitude. The instantaneous field of view (IFOV)
is equal to 1.2 mrad, resulting in a spatial resolution of
0.35–5.4 km. The swath width thus ranges from 5 km to
600 km, giving access to cloud regional distribution as
well as local morphological details.
[14] Spectral resolution l/2Dl ranges from 50 to 100,
corresponding to a Dl of 0.013–0.02 mm. The signal over
noise ratio (S/N) is at least equal to 100 over the entire
spectrum [Bibring et al., 2004]. Further technical details on
the instrument are given in Appendix A.
2.3. Observing Period
[15] The observations used in this paper cover the period
from January 2004 to the end of December 2008. Following
the chronology of Clancy et al. [2000] (with the first Martian
year beginning on April 11, 1955), this approximately
corresponds to the end of MY26 (Ls = 330) through the
middle of MY29 (Ls = 180). Consequently, three aphelion
seasons are analyzed at different local times for MY27, 28,
and 29.
2.4. Measured Physical Quantity
[16] From raw OMEGA data in DN (Digital Number), the
OMEGA software (employing version 7) computes a radi-
ance IW (W m
2 mm1 sr1). In reflectance spectroscopy,
this radiance is then divided by the solar radiance at Mars
distance to give the radiance factor rF. Assuming a
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Lambertian surface, the spherical reflectance rs is equal to
the normal albedo AN and
rs ¼ AN ¼ rFm0
¼ IW
m0ISun
; ð1Þ
where m0 is the cosine of the incidence angle. This quantity
is extensively used hereinafter and referred simply as
“reflectance”.
3. Regional Mapping of Aphelion Clouds
[17] In this section, we introduce the so-called cloud index
and describe the data set used to map the clouds in the Tharsis
region. Then, we describe the seasonal and diurnal evolution
of the cloud coverage in this region. The corresponding maps
are given in Figures 1 and 2. These observations are sum-
marized in section 3.5, and interpreted in section 5.1.
3.1. Spectral Ratio Used for Cloud Mapping
[18] The clouds are mapped using the visible channel of
OMEGA and a spectral ratio computed at longer wave-
lengths, called the cloud index. The cloud index is given by
the ratio of the reflectance at 3.4 mm to the reflectance at
3.52 mm, and was first introduced by Langevin et al. [2007].
It reflects the slope on the edge of the 3.1 mm band. When
water ice is present, the slope on the edge of the 3.1 mm band
increases and the cloud index therefore decreases. The color
scale of Figures 1 and 2 thus ranges from white for a cloud
index of 0.8 to dark blue for a cloud index of 0.4 (see the
color scale in the lower right corner of Figure 3). The shades
of blue give an indication of the cloud particle size and
opacity. Using synthetic cloud spectra, we computed the
values of the cloud index for different cloud properties. The
light blue color starts to appear when the size of the ice
particles is larger than 0.5 mm, and when the visible
opacity of the cloud is larger than 0.1. Then, the blue color
gets darker as cloud particle size and/or opacity increases. A
deep blue color is reached when the visible opacity of the
cloud is larger than unity, as can be seen for example in
Figure 3b. Most of the aphelion clouds have a light blue
color, which corresponds to a cloud index of around 0.7 and
a visible optical depth of around 0.4. However, this simple
spectral ratio is not sufficient to determine cloud properties
in detail. Indeed, a given value of the cloud index can cor-
respond to either a thin cloud of large particles, or a rela-
tively thicker cloud of smaller particles. To obtain an
accurate measurement of the cloud properties, it is necessary
to fit the whole spectrum using the other absorption bands at
1.5 and 2 mm, as will be done in section 4.
3.2. Analyzed Data Set
[19] Only nadir observations (e < 7) are selected for our
study and low incidence pixels (i > 84) are removed. Maps
are constructed for MY27, 28 and 29 (from orbit 243 to orbit
6396), and local time always varies from one observation to
the next. This is illustrated by Figure 4, which shows the
local time of all OMEGA observations used to construct
the cloud index maps. It shows that for a given period in Ls,
the Tharsis region has been observed at a different local time
each year.
[20] The interannual variability of the aphelion cloud belt
appeared to be low in many previous studies [e.g., Benson
et al., 2003; Smith, 2004, section 4.2 and Figure 16;
Benson et al., 2006]. One exception is MY27, during which
a low latitude local dust storm changed the cloud cover
around Ls = 135 [Smith, 2009]. The storm was located
around 25E though, outside the region analyzed here. We
therefore assume that if two OMEGA observations are
acquired at two different years at the same location and Ls,
but at different local times, then the changes in cloud prop-
erties between the two observations are mainly caused by the
difference in local time. Likewise, we assume that if two
observations are acquired at two different years at the same
location and local time, but at two different Ls, then the
changes in cloud properties between the two observations
stem from the difference in Ls. Keeping this in mind,
Figure 4 shows many groups of orbits that can be used to
monitor both seasonal and diurnal changes in cloud proper-
ties. We thus selected different pairs of observations in
which these changes are seen. They are represented by boxes
in Figures 1 and 2. Red boxes correspond to observations
that are close in local time LT (less than one hour difference)
but acquired at different Ls. Black boxes indicate regions
that were covered by OMEGA at the same Ls (less than 5
difference), but at different local times.
[21] In the next two sections, we describe the observed
seasonal (red boxes) and diurnal (black boxes) variations,
respectively.
3.3. Seasonal Evolution
[22] From the comparison of different observations that
were acquired at various Ls but at about the same local time,
the main development stages of the aphelion cloud belt can
be described as follows:
[23] 1. The onset of the aphelion cloud belt is clearly seen
by comparing Figures 1a and 1b. Both red boxes of
Figure 1a show regions that are devoid of any detectable
clouds at 11 AM and Ls ≃ 20. About 20 of Ls later, thin
hazes appear in these regions, as shown in Figure 1b. This
transition corresponds to the onset of the aphelion cloud
belt, described, for example, by Wang and Ingersoll [2002],
Benson et al. [2003], Smith [2004], Mateshvili et al. [2007],
and Clancy et al. [2003, Figure 12]. A closer look at these
morning hazes is shown in Figure 3a, where they are seen
surrounding Pavonis Mons in early morning (LT = 8.5).
[24] 2. A clear evolution in cloud index is seen when
comparing Figures 1d and 1e. Three regions, indicated by
the red boxes, can be compared accurately, and show an
increase in the cloud spatial extent and index over a 30 Ls
period. Fields of cumulus clouds are present in the western
part of Alba Patera and north of Pavonis Mons at 1 PM and
Ls = 53. These cumulus clouds are relatively thin, and are 5
to 10 km in size. It is worth noting that we use the term
“cumulus” only to describe the morphology of these clouds.
This term usually implies a convective origin, which is only
suggested in this paper. As will be discussed in section 5, the
convective origin needs to be confirmed, and the term
“cumulus clouds” will be used in this paper only to refer to
the cumuliform shape of the clouds. They can be compared
to those observed in early summer at 3.5 PM by Leovy et al.
[1973, Figure 14] near Ascraeus Mons (at that time called
“North Spot”). An example of these cumulus clouds is given
in Figure 3d. Diffuse clouds also surround Pavonis and Arsia
Mons. 35 of Ls later (Figure 1e), at the same local time,
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Figure 1. Cloud index maps (see section 3) for intervals of 30 of Ls. Diurnal variations can be appreci-
ated between Figures 1a and 1c for the Ls = 0–30 period, and between Figures 1b, 1d, and 1f for the Ls =
30–60 period. Only one set of observations is available for the Ls = 60–90 period (Figure 1e). Red boxes
indicate the regions that were observed at different Ls but at the same local time LT (less than one hour
difference) from one year to another. On the contrary, black boxes show particular regions that were
observed at different local times but at the same Ls (less than 5 difference). For all the maps presented
in this paper, the background grey scale is the MOLA (Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter) topography
[Zuber et al., 1992].
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cumulus clouds are still present north of Pavonis Mons and
near Alba Patera, but are now associated with a thick haze
layer (red box on the left). The diffuse clouds of Pavonis
Mons are also thicker than at Ls = 53. The same sequence is
discernable, although less obvious, in the two other regions
indicated by the red boxes around 75W and 65W in
Figures 1d and 1e.
[25] In summary, it seems that during mid-spring, the
beginning of the afternoon is characterized by localized
cumulus clouds that are accompanied by the formation of a
thick haze layer later in the season. It is consistent with the
Mariner 9 observations of Kahn [1984], who noted the
presence in northern spring of “thin hazes”, which “increase
in thickness late in the season”. The thickest clouds are
found around Ls = 100, as depicted in Figure 2b. It is
consistent with the analysis of Benson et al. [2003], who
found a peak in the cloud area at the same Ls.
[26] 3. The decay of the aphelion cloud belt is visible in
Figures 2a–2d and 2c–2e. Early summer (Figure 2a) is
characterized by cumulus clouds that are similar to those
Figure 2. Same as Figure 1 for the (a and b) Ls = 90–120, (c and d) Ls = 120–150, and (e and f) Ls =
150–180 periods.
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mentioned before. Thick hazes are also found, especially
north of Valles Marineris (red box) and around Pavonis
Mons. Figure 3d is a detailed view of the cumulus clouds
seen north of Pavonis Mons in Figure 2a. Lee waves
structures are sometimes seen in hazes, as noticed early by
Briggs and Leovy [1974] and Kahn [1984]. Shortly after
mid-summer (Ls = 148), around the same local time, all
clouds have completely disappeared, as indicated by the red
Figure 3. Selection of observations showing the four main types of clouds described in this paper (see
section 3.5). For each observation, the visible channel image and the cloud index are shown. The blue
shade reflects the strength of the 3.1 mm band, and is indicative of cloud formation (see section 3.1).
(a) Morning hazes (Ls = 53.6, LT = 8.5, orbit 563_3). (b) Thick hazes (Ls = 93.8, LT = 16.5, orbit
891_5). (c) Topographically controlled hazes (Ls = 44.9, LT = 13.4, orbit 5394_2). (d) Cumulus clouds
(Ls = 115.3, LT = 10.6, orbit 3514_1). The values of the cloud index are given in the lower right corner
(see section 3.1).
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box of Figure 2d. The same evolution is observed in
Figures 2c and 2e. The red box of Figure 2c indicates a
region of thick hazes, observed at 10 PM and Ls = 135. By
Ls ≃ 170, they have sublimated entirely (Figure 2e). Con-
sequently, the decay of the aphelion cloud belt is sudden and
happens around Ls ≃ 150, in agreement with previous
analyses.
3.4. Cloud Diurnal Variations
[27] The OMEGA data set offers many opportunities for
diurnal comparisons of cloud properties. As seen in Figure 4,
the Ls = 0–30 period can be analyzed at two different local
times, around 10 AM and 4 PM, for MY27 and 29, respec-
tively. This corresponds to the two maps (a) and (c) of
Figure 1. Over the Ls = 30–60 period, three local times are
available, 9 AM, 2 PM, and 5 PM, for MY27, 29, and 28,
and the corresponding maps are given in Figures 1b, 1d and
1f. There is only one map for the Ls = 60–90 period, shown
in Figure 1e. Finally, the three remaining periods (90–120,
120–150, and 150–180) were always covered at two dif-
ferent local times, and are given by Figures 2a–2b, 2c–2d
and 2e–2f.
[28] Early spring (Ls = 0–30). In the late mornings
(11 AM) of early spring, no clouds are present (see the black
box in Figure 1a), except some rare and extremely thin hazes
that are not detected by the near-infrared channels, but
discernable in the visible images. In the afternoon, around
5 PM, patchy haze forms over sloping regions, for example
west of Ascraeus Mons and in Syria Planum (see the black
box in Figure 1c).
[29] Mid-spring (Ls = 30–60). In mid-spring of MY 27,
OMEGA nicely covered the morning haze of Tharsis, as
depicted in Figure 1b. This haze is shown in detail in
Figure 3a, and has no discernable morphology. A few
cumulus clouds, clustered over a dark area, are also seen
in Echus Chasma at 8 AM (north of the third black box in
Figure 1b). The evolution of the haze can be followed in
the three black boxes that are common to Figures 1b and
1d. These boxes show an ubiquitous haze in Figure 1b at
8–10 AM, which vanishes in Figure 1d at 1–2 PM. Instead, a
thin haze forms over the slopes of Pavonis Mons (left box),
north of Valles Marineris (middle box) and near Lunae Pla-
num (right box). This haze seems to be topographically
controlled, as illustrated in Figure 3c where it forms over the
slopes of Tharsis Tholus. The haze intensifies later in the
afternoon. It is emphasized in the lower left black box com-
mon to Figures 1d and 1f, which indicates an increasing
cloud index west of Pavonis Mons as we head through the
afternoon (1 PM to 6 PM). The upper left boxes of Figures 1d
and 1f show the region west of Alba Patera where cumulus
clouds are seen at 1 PM (Figure 1d) and where a thick patchy
haze forms later in the afternoon, at 6 PM (Figure 1f).
Figure 1f also emphasizes the preferential location of clouds
west of Lunae Planum (around 10N and 90W).
[30] Late spring (Ls = 60–90). The early afternoon of late
spring is characterized by cumulus clouds and thick hazes, as
described in section 3.3. However, no diurnal comparisons
can be made for this time period.
[31] Early summer (Ls = 90–120). At the beginning of the
afternoon, early summer is characterized by frequent cumu-
lus clouds, which are sometimes accompanied by a thick and
patchy haze (Figure 2a). Later in the afternoon, at 4 PM, a
thick and ubiquitous haze forms north of Valles Marineris
and in a triangle delimited by Olympus Mons and the Tharsis
Montes (see Figure 2b). Comparing the black box in
Figures 2a and 2b confirms that haze formation is intensified
through the afternoon, and closer inspection reveals that
cumulus clouds persist, even though they are hardly dis-
cerned in the haze. Figure 3b gives an example of haze which
is especially thick, and whose opacity increases southward to
a point where surface disappears in the visible channel.
[32] Mid-summer (Ls = 120–150). When the decay period
of the aphelion cloud belt starts (Ls  140), the early
morning haze seems to persist at 8 AM, as indicated by the
two black boxes at 112W and 80W in Figure 2c. However,
it is less ubiquitous than mid-spring morning haze (see
Figure 1b). Later in the morning and earlier in the season, at
10 AM, thick clouds are seen over the western flank of
Ascraeus Mons (see the black box at 108W in Figure 2c)
and display a more cumuliform and patchy shape. Clouds
completely disappear at noon, as seen when comparing the
three black boxes in Figures 2c and 2d. Around 1 PM, they
are not discernable anymore, except south of Syria Planum
(under the second black box in Figure 2d), where thin
cumulus clouds and lee waves persist. It is worth adding that
afternoon clouds are seen around 75W in Figure 2f at Ls =
156. This suggests that clouds still form through the after-
noon at the end of mid-summer.
[33] Late summer (Ls = 150–180). Thin hazes are still
visible in the morning at Ls  165, as seen in Figure 2e
around 65W. However, these hazes are not present later in
the season. The only clouds that persist at the end of summer
are located over Arsia Mons, where a thick haze forms
through the afternoon, as indicated by the black box in
Figures 2e and 2f. This reappearance of the cloud cover near
Arsia Mons has also been reported by Benson et al. [2003]
after Ls = 140.
3.5. Summary
[34] The seasonal evolution observed by OMEGA is
consistent with previous analyses, and consists of three main
Figure 4. The solar longitude and local time of all the
OMEGA observations analyzed in this paper. All the obser-
vations are acquired over the Tharsis plateau.
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periods. First, the appearance of thin hazes over the Tharsis
plateau between Ls  20 and Ls  40. Then, the devel-
opment of the aphelion clouds that culminates around Ls =
100. And finally, the disappearance of the clouds around
Ls = 150.
[35] Four main types of clouds are distinguished, and their
seasonal and diurnal evolution can be summarized as
follows:
[36] 1. Morning hazes are found around 8 AM and are
reported by OMEGA in mid-spring and mid-summer. They
are probably remnants of fogs that form during the night.
They dissipate before noon, and persist until Ls  165.
[37] 2. Topographically controlled hazes are observed at
various local times, ranging from late morning to late after-
noon. They seem to be present only in early spring and late
summer.
[38] 3. Cumulus clouds begin to grow in mid-spring until
mid-summer, and are often observed in the early afternoon,
even though some are also observed in the morning. For
example, one observation shows cumulus clouds at 8 AM
over a particularly dark region of Echus Chasma.
[39] 4. Thick hazes form from mid-spring to mid-summer.
They grow rapidly through the afternoon, and are especially
abundant around Ls = 100, in a region north of Valles
Marineris and in a triangle delimited by the Tharsis volca-
noes and Olympus Mons. They are the most opaque clouds
found during the aphelion season over the Tharsis plateau.
4. Cloud Property Retrievals
[40] In this section, the particle size and visible opacity of
the clouds are retrieved using the absorption bands of water
ice. The retrieval method is described in section 4.1, and the
retrieved properties are analyzed in section 4.2. The details
of the uncertainty assessment can be found in Appendix A
and in Table 3.
[41] Because of the difficulty in retrieving surface albedo
and associated uncertainties, our retrieval method can only
be applied to clouds whose visible opacity is larger than
unity. Therefore, the present analysis of cloud properties is
restricted to the thick hazes described in section 3.
4.1. Inversion Method
[42] The cloud property retrieval method (used in section
4.2) consists of retrieving cloud particle size and opacity
by using the near-infrared absorption bands of water ice,
which are mainly located near 1.5, 2 and 3.1 mm. When
retrieving the properties of a given aerosol, one also has to
pay attention to gaseous absorptions, which can significantly
affect, or even prevent the retrieval. Figure 5 gives the
transmittance spectrum of the Martian atmosphere when no
aerosols are present. Many spectral regions are affected by
gaseous absorptions and their reflectance cannot be directly
used to retrieve the aerosol properties. The retrieval wave-
lengths are therefore chosen outside these gaseous bands,
and indicated by times symbols in Figure 5. A typical cloud
spectrum measured by OMEGA is represented in Figure 6
(dark grey), along with the fitted synthetic spectrum used
for cloud property retrieval (times symbols). The location of
the original cloud spectrum is indicated by the arrow in
Figure 7. The retrieval wavelengths allow the measurement
of cloud properties through the absorption band at 1.5 mm
(1.18, 1.51, and 1.73 mm), the inflection on the edge of the
2 mm band (2.23 and 2.46 mm) and the wing of the 3.1 mm
band (3.4 and 3.52 mm), as can be seen in Figure 6. The
center of the 2 mm band is strongly affected by CO2 and
Figure 5. Transmittance spectrum of the Martian atmo-
sphere. Retrieval wavelengths are located outside the main
gaseous absorption bands (times symbols). Ad-hoc correc-
tions for gases are therefore avoided, which conveniently
reduces the number of problem parameters and resulting
uncertainties.
Figure 6. Example of fit obtained for a typical cloud
(shown in Figure 7). The cloud-free and cloud spectra mea-
sured by OMEGA are shown in light and dark gray, respec-
tively. The 1.5 mm water ice absorption band is clearly seen,
whereas the 2 and 3.1 mm bands are reflected by the negative
and positive slopes around 2.2 and 3.4 mm, respectively.
Plus symbols show the surface albedo obtained after remov-
ing the contributions of scattering by the dust layer and ther-
mal emissions. Times symbols represent the final best-fit.
Instrumental 1-s error is also given for the cloud spectrum,
but can hardly be distinguished, except maybe in the L
channel.
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can even be used to retrieve surface pressure [Forget et al.,
2007; Spiga et al., 2007]. This is why we only use the edge
of the 2 mm band, the problem being sufficiently con-
strained by using the above mentioned wavelengths. We
also avoid the water vapor absorption bands, located at
1.38, 1.9, and 2.6 mm [cf. Encrenaz et al., 2005; Maltagliati
et al., 2008].
[43] All the computations described in this section are thus
applied to these 7 reflectances, to finally retrieve cloud
particle size and opacity. Figure 8 summarizes the main
steps of the retrieval process and each step is described in the
sections below.
4.1.1. Selection of the Cloud Spectrum
[44] The retrieval process starts with the selection of a
cloud spectrum over which the retrieval is performed. First,
another observation, acquired under clear conditions, must
be available at the location of the cloud spectrum, as
described in the next section. Then, the cloud must be suf-
ficiently thick to allow the retrieval of its properties, mainly
because of the uncertainty on the albedo of the surface (see
Appendix A for more details). The visible opacity of the
cloud has therefore to be larger than unity. As we discussed
in section 3.1, this corresponds to a deep blue color and low
value of the cloud index, which is used to select the appro-
priate cloud. Orbit 3276_4 is chosen as an example and
represented in Figure 7. The figure gives a true-color view of
the scene on the left and the cloud index on the right. Orbit
3276_4 overlaps a wider orbit (orbit 3741_4) where no
clouds are detected.
4.1.2. Corresponding Cloud-Free Spectrum
[45] Once a cloud spectrum is selected, a reference spec-
trum, free of any cloud, must be found at the same location
to compute the surface albedo. In most cases, it is impossible
to find a cloud-free spectrum on the same orbit as that of the
cloud spectrum, due to the large-scale and diffuse nature of
the aphelion clouds, and the heterogeneity of the surface.
That is why another observation, free of any cloud and
covering the same region, has to be found and used to
retrieve the albedo of the surface below the cloud. A syn-
thetic cloud spectrum is then fitted to the observed cloud
spectrum using the retrieved surface albedo as a lower
boundary condition. The choice of a cloud-free spectrum is
therefore crucial, and the following criteria are applied:
[46] 1. The difference in dust opacity at 0.88 mm between
the two observations, estimated from simultaneous mea-
surements by the Mars Exploration Rovers [Lemmon et al.,
2004], must be lower than 0.5;
[47] 2. The incidence angles of the two spectra must not
differ by more than 40, and pointing must not be in the anti-
solar or specular directions;
[48] 3. Significant slopes must be avoided.
[49] The first criterion is related to uncertainties in the
properties of the dust layer when dust opacity is high and
typical of the perihelion season. Clouds form during aph-
elion when dust opacity is generally low. However, the
cloud-free spectrum is often found during the perihelion,
when the dust layer can reach significant opacity. When the
difference in dust opacity between the two observations is
larger than 0.5, it means that the cloud-free observation
occurs during the period of peak dust activity. In this case,
dust properties depart from the ones of the background dust
assumed in our model (Gamma distribution of cylinders,
axial ratio D/L=1, effective radius reff = 1.5 mm, neff = 0.3;
see section 4.1.4) and this results in a flawed assessment of
the surface albedo.
[50] The second criterion results from the assumption of a
Lambertian surface, which can differ from the real surface
phase function, especially when surfaces are bright. Mini-
mizing the difference between the two incidence angles and
avoiding the anti-solar and specular directions is a way to
reduce this uncertainty due to the Lambertian assumption.
Figure 7. True-color composition and cloud index of the
two orbits used in section 4.1 to describe the retrieval pro-
cess. The blue shades in Figure 7, right, indicate the pres-
ence of water-ice clouds (see section 3.1 for more details
on the cloud index). The wide orbit (3741_4) provides a
cloud-free spectrum of the area where the retrieval is to be
performed. The cloud spectrum is given by another orbit,
which is the narrower orbit in the lower right corner
(3276_4). The location of the retrieval is indicated by an
arrow. Shaded colors in background are MOLA topography,
and Pavonis Mons is in the center.
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[51] The last criterion ensures that there are no reflections
on strong slopes, shadows, or registration problems and that
the observation is consistent with the assumption of a flat
surface made in the radiative transfer model.
4.1.3. Dust and Thermal Contributions
[52] Once the two spectra are selected, the cloud-free
spectrum is used to compute surface albedo. Surface albedo
is indeed the only quantity that does not significantly change
from one observation to another (although decadal changes
in surface albedo do occur due to dust transport, as
described, for example, by Fenton et al. [2007]). Dust scat-
tering and thermal emissions have to be removed from the
cloud-free spectrum, and then replaced by their contributions
at the time of cloud observation to perform the retrieval. This
implies a good knowledge of the dust layer properties on the
one hand, and of the surface and atmospheric temperatures
on the other.
4.1.4. Dust Layer Properties
[53] Dust single scattering parameters are computed from
the most recent refractive index of Wolff et al. [2009] using
the T-Matrix code of M. Mishchenko [Mishchenko et al.,
1996] for a Gamma size distribution (reff = 1.5 mm, neff =
0.3) of finite cylinders (D/L = 1 [cf. Wolff et al., 2001]). A
Henyey-Greenstein phase function is assumed. This is the
closest match to the observed background properties and,
even though these properties can change as dust particle size
distributions evolve, we show in Appendix A that they are
not a significant source of error, provided that the first cri-
terion defined in section 4.1.2 is applied. Dust is assumed to
be uniformly mixed, although its vertical distribution has
almost no impact on the retrieved parameters.
[54] More uncertain is the dust opacity at the time and
location of the two OMEGA observations. Fortunately, the
Mars Exploration Rovers provide daily measurements of
dust optical depth [Lemmon et al., 2004] during the years of
operation of Mars Express. Hence, the dust opacity at the
time and location of the OMEGA observation can be
deduced by scaling the contemporaneous opacity given by
the closest of the two MERs to the altitude of the current
footprint:
tW ¼ tMERexp
zWzMER
H ; ð2Þ
with H the scale height, taken constant and equal to 10.8 km.
We thus extrapolate the measurements of the MERs which
can be thousands of km away by assuming that dust is uni-
formly mixed horizontally and vertically. As shown by
Vincendon et al. [2009], this assumption is reasonable,
although it introduces considerable uncertainty (this point is
further discussed in Appendix A).
4.1.5. Atmospheric and Surface Temperatures
[55] Thermal emission by surface and atmospheric con-
stituents can be neglected in the C channel. For example,
the ratio of the solar irradiance at 1.52 AU to the one
emitted by the Martian surface at 290 K (assuming an
emissivity of 1) is equal to 3000 at 2.56 mm, which is the
largest wavelength used for our inversion in the C channel.
However, this ratio plummets by 2 order of magnitude for
the two wavelength of the L channel, being equal to 19
and 12 at 3.4 and 3.52 mm, respectively. It is therefore
necessary to account for thermal emission, primarily by the
surface as the atmosphere is too cold to significantly impact
the OMEGA spectrum. Surface temperatures as well as
atmospheric temperature profiles are extracted from the
Mars Climate Database v4.3 (MCD) [Forget et al., 1999;
Millour et al., 2008] and interpolated in time, given the
large dependence of surface temperature to the local time
of observation (the related uncertainty is discussed in
Appendix A). The surface emissivity is simply defined as
 = 1  AN.
4.1.6. Surface Albedo Retrieval
[56] Once temperature and dust opacity are specified, the
spectral albedo of the surface is retrieved by computing for
each wavelength the root of the function f (As) = rs,W 
rs,model(As), which is the difference between the observed
cloud-free reflectance and the reflectance simulated by the
Figure 8. Summary of the retrieval method. The four main steps are given on top of the panel, and the
data used to constrain the model parameters are at bottom. As indicated by steps 1 and 2, the retrieval
method needs two overlapping orbits, with and without clouds. The cloud-free spectrum is used to com-
pute surface albedo before retrieving the cloud properties. The contribution of the dust layer is taken into
account via the opacity measurements of the MERs. Thermal contribution is also computed, based on the
temperatures of the Mars Climate Database (MCD) v4.3 [Forget et al., 1999; Millour et al., 2008]. The
radiative transfer is solved using the DISORT code of Stamnes et al. [1988], and the best fit is found with
a Levenberg-Marquardt method.
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DISORT radiative transfer code. The surface albedo (As)
used by DISORT is the free parameter of the root-finding
algorithm, and dust opacity and surface temperatures are held
constant. The root-finding algorithm is based on the Müller’s
method and provided by the FX_ROOT function of IDL.
This method is efficient and justified by the monotonicity
of the f (As) function.
[57] The retrieved surface albedo is shown in Figure 6.
The initial cloud-free spectrum is given in light gray, and the
seven reflectances computed after removing the dust layer
and thermal contributions are represented by the plus sym-
bols. The local dust opacity at 0.88 mm deduced from the
nearest rover measurement is equal to 0.42, and the surface
is relatively cold (218 K) because of the early morning
hour (8 AM). The original reflectance spectrum is darker
than the retrieved surface albedo because the addition of
atmospheric dust tends to darken the surface in this case
where the surface is relatively bright. The surface tempera-
ture is too low to have a notable impact on the L channel
reflectance.
4.1.7. Retrieval Algorithm
[58] Once the surface albedo is known, the retrieval pro-
cedure can be performed using the observed cloud spectrum.
Dust opacity and surface temperature deduced at the time of
the cloud observation are used, instead of the ones used
earlier to retrieve surface albedo. In our example, a dust
opacity of 0.2 is deduced from the nearest rover measure-
ment and surface temperature is equal to 264 K, the latter
having now a substantial impact on the reflectances of the
L channel.
[59] The synthetic cloud spectrum is then fitted to the
observed cloud spectrum using a least squares minimization.
The minimization algorithm is provided by the MPFIT
routine of Markwardt [2009] (http://purl.com/net/mpfit),
which is based on the non-linear least squares fitting pro-
gram of Moré et al. [1984] called MINPACK. It follows the
Levenberg-Marquardt method and computes the covariance
matrix, from which the uncertainty in the two free parameters
is calculated. This uncertainty only results from instrumental
uncertainties in the measured radiance. Errors resulting from
inaccurate model parameters are assessed separately (see
section A2). The two free parameters are the effective radius
of ice crystals reff,ice and the cloud optical depth tice at
0.67 mm. The statistical c2 function is weighted by the var-
iance of measured reflectance (defined in section A1) and
is given by:
c2 ¼
X
i
rs;WðliÞ  rs;modelðliÞ
sWðliÞ
 2
: ð3Þ
[60] The DISORT code used to create the synthetic cloud
spectrum is run with 16 streams. The water ice optical
indices are those from Warren [1984]. Single scattering
parameters are deduced from Mie theory for a range of
spherical particles of varying effective radius. A Henyey-
Greenstein phase function is used, and the distribution fol-
lows a lognormal distribution of effective variance neff = 0.1.
This low value is chosen to be representative of the nar-
rowing of the size distribution due to the rapid growth of the
water ice particles [Colaprete et al., 1999; Michaels, 2008].
Uniform mixing of cloud particles is assumed, from 25 km
upward. The uncertainties in the cloud altitude and effective
variance of the size distribution have a negligible impact on
the retrieval, as mentioned in Appendix A.
[61] The c2 function that corresponds to our example is
shown in Figure 9, in which the minimum near reff,ice =
4 mm and tice = 1.5 clearly appears. The fit is more sensitive
to particle size than optical depth and the overall conver-
gence is fast, due to the steepness of the c2 function. A
secondary and shallower minimum is present for very thick
clouds composed of submicron particles (upper left corner of
Figure 9). There the quality of the fit is poor. Based on
previous studies of cloud properties [Curran et al., 1973;
Clancy et al., 2003; Wolff and Clancy, 2003; Glenar et al.,
2003], we do not expect such clouds to actually exist, at
least at this time and location. Consequently, the minimiza-
tion algorithm is initialized with a particle size of 10 mm and
a cloud opacity of 2 to prevent the algorithm from falling in
this secondary minimum. During the minimization, the c2
function drops by 2 orders of magnitude, more exactly from
7800 to 78. The final c2 value is often much larger than
unity because of the high precision of the instrument, which
introduces a relatively low variance sW in equation (3) (the
mean instrumental error is about 0.2%, see section A1). It is
also due, in some cases, to the difficult fit in the L channel
(see Figure 6).
[62] The result of the minimization is reff,ice = 3.9 
0.3 mm and tice = 1.5  0.09.
4.2. Retrieved Cloud Properties
4.2.1. Cloud Selection
[63] As mentioned earlier, our retrieval method is only
applicable to clouds whose visible opacity is near unity.
Consequently, we are only able to retrieve the properties of
Figure 9. Example of c2 function used in the cloud prop-
erty retrieval of Figure 7, and showing the function mini-
mum close to reff,ice = 4 mm and tice = 1.5. A shallower
minimum is seen in the upper left corner of the plot, and cor-
responds to an extremely thick cloud of submicron particles.
The minimization algorithm is initialized with large particles
to avoid this local minimum.
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thick hazes. The error on the measured particle size and
cloud opacity becomes too large when considering thin
clouds such as morning hazes, cumulus clouds or topo-
graphically controlled hazes. The following measurements
will be thus biased toward high opacity values when com-
pared to previous works.
[64] We select the observations showing the thickest
hazes, which mainly occur around Ls = 100, and look for
conditions favorable to the retrieval of their properties.
These conditions are listed in section 4.1.2 and the selection
mainly consists of finding a cloud spectrum that overlaps a
cloud-free spectrum acquired with a similar geometry, both
spectra being made under low dust load conditions and over
a relatively flat surface. The flanks of the volcanoes are
avoided and we rather focus on the surrounding plateaus.
[65] A map of the selected observations is shown in
Figure 10, along with the locations of previous retrievals
made in the same region and time period by Zasova et al.
[2001] (IRIS/Mariner 9, triangles) and Wolff and Clancy
[2003] (TES/MGS, diamond). The corresponding results
are listed in Table 1 for OMEGA, and in Table 2 for IRIS
and TES. All the observations fall in the Ls = 85.4–121.4
time period, and occur between 1 PM and 5 PM. They were
all acquired in MY27, except observations #13 and 14,
which correspond to MY28. The retrieved ice particle size
and cloud opacity are used to compute the Water Ice Column
(WIC), which is also reported in Table 1.
[66] The WIC in precipitable micrometers (pr.mm) can be
calculated by assuming that t = NsgQext, where t is the total
cloud optical depth, N the number of ice particles per m2,
sg the average area of the geometric projection per particle
and Qext the particle extinction efficiency. The WIC in pr.mm
can then be expressed:
WIC ¼
Z ∞
0
N
4
3
pr3nðrÞdr ¼ 4
3
Nreffsg ¼ 43
treff
Qext
; ð4Þ
where n(r) is a lognormal distribution (neff = 0.1), reff the
effective radius of the distribution in mm and where Qext
varies as a function of the ice particle size. The error on the
WIC can be directly deduced from the errors on reff,ice and
tice, and is also given in Table 1.
4.2.2. Spatial Description of the Cloud Properties
[67] The retrievals are mainly located in the triangle
formed by Olympus Mons and the Tharsis Montes (in the
upper left part of Figure 10). Three other retrievals are
located in Echus Chasma (around 5N–80W), another one
north east of Ascraeus Mons (#11), and a last one in Syria
Planum (#12).
[68] The largest cloud index is found in a region west of
Ascraeus Mons. The corresponding retrievals (#2, 4, 13 and
14) indicate particle sizes of 4–5 mm and a visible opacity of
1.1–1.7. The IRIS/Mariner 9 retrievals of Zasova et al.
[2001] were carried out in the same region (see the red tri-
angles in Figure 10 and retrievals #1, 2, 3 in Table 2) and
Table 1. List of All the Retrievals Performed Over the Tharsis Plateau (See the Map of Figure 10) for the Ls = 85.4–121.4 Period
a
Orbit Lon () Lat () Ls () LT (h) z (km) i () e ()
reff,i
(mm)
sreff,i
(mm) ti sti
WIC
(pr.mm)
sWIC
(pr.mm)
Di
() Dtd
1 0887_5 80.0 8.8 93.3 16.9 0.6 69.9 5.7 5.4  0.8+ 1.1 1.0  0.12+ 0.12 3.3  1.1+ 0.9 41.8 0.24
2 0891_5 112.6 10.8 93.8 16.5 2.5 68.8 2.5 5.0  0.3+ 0.4 1.7  0.09+ 0.09 5.2  0.6+ 0.6 39.8 0.21
3 0898_5 80.5 3.7 94.7 15.8 0.8 71.2 2.3 4.7  0.4+ 0.5 1.3  0.10+ 0.09 3.7  0.6+ 0.6 40.6 0.43
4 0902_5 113.6 16.7 95.2 15.6 2.2 64.6 2.7 4.9  0.5+ 0.7 1.2  0.11+ 0.10 3.6  0.8+ 0.7 20.7 0.19
5 0920_5 82.0 8.2 97.4 16.4 0.0 66.3 1.5 4.7  0.5+ 0.7 1.2  0.11+ 0.10 3.5  0.8+ 0.7 31.3 0.22
6 0946_6 117.0 1.3 100.7 15.6 5.2 65.7 0.4 4.7  0.8+ 1.3 0.8  0.13+ 0.13 2.3  1.0+ 0.8 38.9 0.34
7 1012_6 122.2 6.7 109.1 14.8 4.5 53.4 0.3 3.4  0.3+ 0.4 1.4  0.10+ 0.10 2.9  0.5+ 0.5 14.4 0.22
8 1012_7 122.2 2.2 109.1 14.8 5.0 58.0 0.3 5.1  1.2+ 1.8 0.7  0.11+ 0.15 2.2  1.2+ 0.9 22.0 0.21
9 1023_6 123.1 16.1 110.5 15.6 1.0 47.8 0.1 2.3  0.4+ 0.6 1.0  0.19+ 0.18 1.3  0.6+ 0.5 15.4 0.40
10 1034_6 124.0 7.5 111.9 15.4 4.6 49.8 0.2 2.2  0.2+ 0.3 1.3  0.13+ 0.12 1.7  0.4+ 0.4 25.5 0.29
11 1107_1 97.2 16.9 121.4 13.5 2.6 35.2 0.1 2.8  0.3+ 0.3 1.4  0.11+ 0.10 2.3  0.5+ 0.4 1.0 0.26
12 1107_2 97.3 13.6 121.4 13.7 6.6 51.9 0.3 2.4  0.3+ 0.4 1.2  0.13+ 0.12 1.7  0.5+ 0.4 29.1 0.28
13 3276_3 110.5 15.3 85.4 14.2 2.0 29.9 0.4 4.8  0.5+ 0.7 1.1  0.11+ 0.11 3.3  0.8+ 0.7 0.4 0.27
14 3276_4 110.5 13.3 85.4 14.4 2.0 30.9 0.3 3.9  0.3+ 0.3 1.5  0.09+ 0.09 3.5  0.5+ 0.5 8.0 0.23
aThe altitude of the surface relative to the areoid and the observing geometry are given for each observation. Measured ice particle size and cloud visible
opacity are listed, along with the Water Ice Column in pr.mm (WIC, see section 4.2.1). Corresponding 1-s errors are also given. The two last columns
indicate the difference in incidence and dust opacity at 0.88 mm between the cloud-free and cloud spectra. Ice particle sizes are plotted as a function of
Ls and local time in Figure 11.
Table 2. Retrievals of Ice Particle Size and Cloud Opacity at
Visible Wavelengths (Shown in Red in Figure 10) Performed Over
the Same Region and in the Same Time Period as in Our Studya
Lon () Lat () Ls () LT (h)
reff,i
(mm)
sreff,i
(mm) ti sti
1 117.1 13.2 98.0 15.4 2.0 0.5 0.46 ……
2 117.0 12.7 98.0 15.4 2.0 0.5 0.46 ……
3 114.2 21.9 98.0 16.4 3.0 0.5 0.48 ……
4 100.1 14.6 114.9 14.0 3.2 0.8 0.31b 0.04b
aThe three first measurements come from a reanalysis of the IRIS/
Mariner 9 data set performed by Zasova et al. [2001]. The last
measurement was made with TES/MGS by Wolff and Clancy [2003].
bOriginal values at 12.1 mm are 0.23 and 0.03, respectively.
Table 3. Uncertainties on the Retrieved Parameters for Different
Ice Particle Sizes and a Cloud Opacity of Unitya
reff,ice (mm) tice Error on reff,ice (mm) Error on tice
2.5 1.0 0.4
+0.7
0.16
+0.19
4.0 1.0 0.6
+0.9
0.13
+0.15
6.3 1.0 1.0
+1.5
0.13
+0.12
8.6 1.0 1.5
+1.8
0.13
+0.09
aThe uncertainties come from instrumental errors, and from errors on
surface albedo and temperature. Uncertainty on ice optical indices may
result in a systematic bias toward lower ice particle sizes which is not
shown in the table (see the details in Appendix A).
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indicate particle sizes of 2–3 mm. Given the size of the IRIS
footprints (200 km), these particle sizes are representative
of the whole region, and can be expected to be lower than
the ones retrieved by OMEGA, which are limited to the
thickest clouds. This region has also been extensively
observed by Clancy et al. [2003], who measured particle
sizes of 2.5–4.5 mm (see Figure 18 therein) and categorized
these clouds as “type 2” clouds.
[69] The cloud optical depth at 0.4 mm was retrieved by
Benson et al. [2003] using MOC/MGS. The values they
reported in the Ascraeus Mons region can be directly com-
pared to our measurements at 0.67 mm without significant
error. They range from 0.1 to 1.36 and are thus consistent
with our retrievals. The maximum particle size and opacity
observed by OMEGA are equal to 5 mm and 1.7, respec-
tively, with an error of less than 10%. They are found in late
afternoon (LT 16.5) on orbit 891_5 (Figure 3b). Ice particle
sizes are also especially large west of Pavonis Mons (see
Figure 10, retrievals #6 and 8), and in Echus Chasma (#1, 3
and 5), where they are close to 5 mm. The retrieved opacities
are equal to 0.7–0.8 west of Pavonis Mons and 1–1.3 in
Echus Chasma. These values are in agreement with the
observations of Benson et al. [2003], who found opacities
ranging from 0.16–1.3 for Pavonis Mons and 0.04–1.1 for
Valles Marineris. All these regions are part of wider areas of
intense cloud formation, mainly located west of Ascraeus
and Pavonis Mons, and north of Valles Marineris [see, e.g.,
Smith, 2004, Figure 16].
[70] In these regions of thick clouds, the measured WIC is
mostly equal to 2–3.5 pr.mm, with an especially high value
of 5.2 pr.mm for orbit 891_5. Benson et al. [2003] measured
a WIC of 0.15–2.1 pr.mm for Ascraeus Mons, 0.25–2 pr.mm
for Pavonis Mons and 0.07–1.7 pr.mm for Valles Marineris,
in agreement with Mateshvili et al. [2007] who observed a
WIC of 1.35–1.8 pr.mm. Our values are therefore higher for
reasons explained at the end of this section.
[71] Further away from the Tharsis volcanoes, over Ulys-
ses Fossae (10N–125W), particle sizes are smaller than
near the volcanoes, and equal to 2–3 mm (orbits #7, 9 and
10). The corresponding WIC ranges from 1.3 to 2.9 pr.mm.
[72] The last two observations were made at the same
time, in the northeast of Ascraeus Mons (#11) and in Syria
Planum (#12). Interestingly, Wolff and Clancy [2003] mea-
sured the cloud properties in a nearby area, at about the same
Ls and local time (see the red diamond in Figure 10 and
retrieval #4 in Table 2). The TES particle size of 3.2 mm is
close to our value of 2.8 mm, whereas the TES opacity of
0.31 is much lower than the OMEGA opacity of 1.4. Indeed,
our measurements focus on high opacity clouds, which is not
the case of TES measurements (see section 4.2.1). Finally,
the cloud properties in Syria Planum are similar to those
near Ascraeus Mons, despite the distance between the two
observations.
[73] In summary, cloud particle sizes are in agreement
with previous analyses, and range from 2.2 to 5.4 mm. These
clouds probably correspond to the type 2 clouds identified
by Clancy et al. [2003]. Opacities are in agreement with
Benson et al. [2003], even though our opacities are biased
toward higher values due to the data selection process. The
WIC ranges from 1.3 to 5.2 pr.mm, and is higher than pre-
viously reported by Benson et al. [2003] and Mateshvili
et al. [2007]. It is probably due to the high opacity values,
and also to the use of the true reff in the calculation of the
WIC (see equation (4)). Indeed, a constant size of the ice
particles was assumed in both studies [see Benson et al.,
2003, section 3.4; Mateshvili et al., 2007, section 5.2.4].
Given the high opacity of the clouds in our study, the WIC
we measure is probably close to the maximum values we can
find in this region.
4.2.3. Seasonal and Diurnal Trends
[74] The seasonal and diurnal evolution of cloud proper-
ties is essential for understanding the cloud formation pro-
cess. We therefore looked for variations in cloud properties
as a function of Ls and local time. Care must be taken in
interpreting these variations because Ls and local time are
not independent, as they are both linked to the spacecraft
orbit. It is illustrated by Figure 4, where we clearly see the
decrease in local time as a function of Ls.
[75] Figure 11 shows the variation in reff,ice as a function
of Ls (Figure 11a) and local time (Figure 11b) for all orbits
analyzed in this study. Previous measurements by Zasova
et al. [2001] and Wolff and Clancy [2003] are also repre-
sented in red. No discernable trend is observed when con-
sidering all particle size measurements. However, there are
two distinct groups of particles. A first group of 5 mea-
surements, represented in blue, includes particles ranging in
size from 2 to 3.5 mm. The second group, in black, is char-
acterized by particles that are larger and about 5 mm in size.
All the measurements of the first group are located in regions
of reduced cloud cover (see Figure 10), whereas retrievals of
the second group are done in the thickest clouds, i.e. near the
Tharsis volcanoes and north of Valles Marineris. Therefore a
Figure 10. Map showing the location of the cloud property
retrievals, which are listed in Table 1. Also represented in
red are IRIS and TES retrievals (see Table 2) that were per-
formed by Zasova et al. [2001] and Wolff and Clancy
[2003], respectively. The cloud index map corresponding
to each retrieval is also shown. A focus is made on the peak
of the cloud season, around 100 of Ls. Solar longitude thus
ranges from Ls = 85.4 to Ls = 121.4. The analyzed spectra
(times symbols) were acquired at various hours, and the
retrieved particle sizes are shown as a function of Ls and
local time in Figure 11.
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difference in particle size seems to exist between the core
and the periphery of the cloud belt. The previous measure-
ments of Zasova et al. [2001] and Wolff and Clancy [2003],
which are represented in red in Figure 11, would then belong
to the cloud belt periphery.
[76] Interestingly, all the measurements refer to thick
clouds, and there is no particular trend in opacity between
the periphery and the core of the cloud belt. The distinction
between the two groups seems to result from a difference in
particle size alone.
[77] In the second group, particle sizes appear to be quite
constant over Ls and local time, and remain close to 5 mm.
For example, retrievals #2 and 13, which are done in the
same region and at the same season for MY27 and 28, are
more than two hours apart but present the same particle size.
This suggests that a threshold size is reached over the course
of a day. This threshold is not an artefact of our retrieval
method, as larger particles would result in deeper absorption
bands. Still, this phenomenon remains to be confirmed, as a
robust conclusion would require a larger data set.
5. Interpretation
[78] In this section, the results of both the mapping and
property retrieval of aphelion clouds are interpreted in the
light of the meteorological conditions of the Tharsis region.
The origin of the four cloud types is discussed in section 5.1,
whereas the spatial variations in the retrieved cloud proper-
ties are considered in section 5.2.
5.1. Cloud Cover Evolution
[79] Morning hazes are present during spring and summer
and dissipate by noon. Later in the morning, clouds start to
form on the western flanks of the Tharsis volcanoes. During
the afternoon and from mid-spring to mid-summer, thick
hazes form, and sometimes present a patchy and cumuliform
shape, which is hard to distinguish given the narrow swath
of OMEGA.
[80] These diurnal variations seen by OMEGA are con-
sistent with the early analyses of the Viking Orbiters. A first
study by Hunt et al. [1980] reported, in the region of
Ascraeus Mons, the evolution from a “pervasive fog” at
LT = 5.5–7.3 to well developed clouds at LT = 11.2 for
Ls = 121.5. During the Ls = 0–90 period, Christensen
[1998] and Tamppari et al. [2003] also noticed in the
IRTM data an homogeneous haze between 8 AM and
10 AM, followed by minimum cloud cover at noon and
by the appearance of more localized clouds during the
afternoon.
[81] OMEGA comprehensively covered the morning haze
during MY27 (see Figure 1b) and provides a detailed view
of its spatial distribution. Its formation seems to be favored
in regions of low thermal inertia and high surface albedo
(compare Figure 1b with the maps of Putzig et al. [2005] and
Christensen et al. [2001]), where we expect the lowest
nighttime temperatures to occur.
[82] Topographically controlled hazes are only seen in
early spring and late summer. In the aphelion cloud seasons,
these are the periods when temperature and water vapor
content are the least favorable to cloud formation. Conse-
quently, these thin clouds (see Figure 3c) might form only in
regions of extreme anabatic winds [Michaels et al., 2006;
Spiga and Forget, 2009], their development being limited by
the difficulty to reach saturation. They might represent the
early and late stages of thick hazes that appear from mid-
spring to mid-summer and have the same dynamical origin.
[83] OMEGA also gives insight into the spatial and time
distribution of cumulus clouds, that often grow in the early
afternoon from mid-spring to mid-summer. This is the time
of the day when surface temperature is the highest, and the
time of the year when atmospheric temperature is the lowest.
This corresponds to an optimal time when the boundary
layer is the most active and when the saturation altitude is
the lowest. This suggests that cumulus clouds originate from
shallow convection, when water vapor transported upward
Figure 11. Retrieved ice particle size as a function of (a) Ls
and (b) local time. Earlier measurements made by Zasova
et al. [2001] (IRIS, red triangles) and Wolff and Clancy
[2003] (TES, red diamond) in the same region are shown
for comparison (see Table 2). The estimated 1-s errors are
represented and also given in Table 1. The location of all
retrievals is represented in Figure 10. Two groups can be dis-
tinguished: a group of small particles (2–3.5 mm, in blue),
and another group of large particles (5 mm, in black), each
group corresponding to different regions. Among the second
group, particle size seems to be constant over Ls and local
time.
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by convection is able to reach saturation altitude. This
hypothesis has been examined by Michaels and Rafkin
[2004], who compared MOC images of such cumulus
clouds to Large Eddy Simulation (LES) results. The cumu-
lus cloud spatial distribution compares well with the distri-
bution of the strongest updrafts, and their altitude
corresponds to the top of the convective boundary layer.
Moreover, boundary layer depth increases with decreasing
surface pressure, as explained by Spiga et al. [2010], and can
almost reach 10 km over the Tharsis plateau. This corre-
sponds to the altitude at which saturation can be reached, as
measured for example by Clancy et al. [1996, Figure 3]. The
increased thickness of the boundary layer over the Tharsis
plateau would explain why the formation of cumulus clouds
is favored in this region. Further spectral analyses of
cumulus clouds at higher spatial resolutions are however
required to confirm their convective origin.
[84] Interestingly, cumulus clouds are persistent south of
Alba Patera and Valles Marineris, whereas they become
hidden by thicker clouds in the other regions. For example,
the orbits indicated by the red box in Figure 2a, which were
acquired at 1 PM and Ls = 90, clearly show this transition
from thick hazes to cumulus clouds as we cross Valles
Marineris and show many areas where both types coexist.
Type 1 clouds were observed by TES at same season and
local time and Clancy et al. [2003] described them as being
“prevalent at mid southern latitudes during the aphelion
season”. Their Figure A1 clearly emphasizes the transition
from type 1 to type 2 clouds as we cross the equator. They
also mentioned that “the two ice types (may) coexist at the
boundaries of the aphelion cloud belt”, and that “the
microphysical transition from type 1 ice to type 2 ice (may
be) fairly continuous.” Consequently, type 1 and type 2
clouds might correspond to the cumulus clouds and thick
hazes identified in this study. Their distinct formation pro-
cesses would explain the microphysical differences reported
by Clancy et al. [2003]. This conclusion needs to be con-
firmed by checking the size of the particles in cumulus
clouds, which are too thin to be characterized by OMEGA.
[85] The cumulus clouds are excellent indicators of local
meteorological conditions. A lot could be learned about the
Mars water cycle and cloud microphysics from examining
their properties and trying to predict them accurately using
multiscale climate modeling.
5.2. Cloud Microphysical Properties
[86] We only analyzed the properties of thick hazes and
reached two main findings. First, there is a difference in
particle size between what we called the “core” of the cloud
belt and its “periphery”. Secondly, in the core of the cloud
belt, there seems to be no large change in cloud properties
over season or local time.
[87] There are three main factors controlling the formation
of the cloud belt and they all interact at various scales. The
first factor is the availability in water vapor. The highest
WIC measured in our study is 5.2 pr.mm, and represents
approximately a third of the water vapor column found in
these regions [Smith, 2004; Fedorova et al., 2006]. Water
vapor is thus in excess and the variations in the amount of
water vapor brought by the atmospheric circulation do not
have a strong impact on cloud formation. This explains why
there is no apparent link between the periods of cloud
development and those of water vapor injection [Pearl et al.,
2001; Smith, 2004]. The second factor is temperature, and
the cloud belt is made possible by low aphelion tempera-
tures, as many studies pointed out [Clancy et al., 1996;
Richardson et al., 2002]. The third factor is atmospheric
circulation. The regions west of the Tharsis Montes and
north of Valles Marineris experience strong regional winds
during summer solstice, which also control the formation of
the cloud belt. As noticed by Hunt et al. [1980], this regional
circulation changes at Ls = 150, and could play a role, along
with temperature, in the decay of the cloud belt.
[88] At finer scales, the difference in cloud properties
between the core and the periphery of the cloud belt could be
explained by this third factor, especially by the diurnal wind
variations imposed by topography. Clouds are particularly
developed in regions of strong anabatic winds, which are
favored by the topographical slopes and the low thermal
inertia of the Tharsis plateau [Hunt et al., 1980]. All the
retrievals performed in the core of the cloud belt are located
in sloping regions, near Lunae Planum and west of Ascraeus
and Pavonis Mons. The regions west of the Tharsis Montes
and Olympus Mons have been studied by Michaels et al.
[2006] using mesoscale modeling. The clouds in these
regions are found to result from the interaction between
anabatic winds and gravity waves induced by the volcanoes.
They are created on the flanks of the volcanoes, in a
“dynamically maintained region of sharply depressed tem-
perature (up to 10 K deviation)” [Michaels et al., 2006, p. 2,
para. 10]. They grow rapidly and reach particle sizes of
reff ≃ 8 mm. Once formed, ice crystals are carried aloft by
large scale circulation, and leave the parcels where they
formed.
[89] Apart from the three retrievals near Lunae Planum, all
the measurements that indicate high particle sizes (second
group in Figure 11) correspond to the location of the large
particle clouds predicted by Michaels et al. [2006]. The
persistence and dynamical origin of their source region
would explain why they seem to always reach this threshold
size of 5 mm, whatever the season or time of the day.
[90] Hence, the thickest parts of the cloud belt contain two
different groups of clouds. First, large scale clouds formed
by the regional wind circulation, characterized by particle
sizes of 2–3.5 mm (the first group of retrievals in Figure 11),
and found in the periphery of the cloud belt. Second, local-
ized clouds formed over sloping regions, strongly controlled
by local dynamics and composed of larger particles (reff =
5 mm, second group in Figure 11).
6. Conclusions
[91] The development of the aphelion cloud belt over the
Tharsis plateau has been analyzed using the OMEGA near-
infrared imaging spectrometer.
[92] The main results can be summarized as follows:
[93] 1. Global maps of the aphelion cloud belt in the
Tharsis region are generated using the so-called cloud index.
This cloud index is given by the ratio of the reflectance at
3.4 mm to that at 3.52 mm [Langevin et al., 2007]. It reflects
the cloud particle size and opacity. Four main types of clouds
are identified: morning hazes, topographically controlled
hazes, cumulus clouds and thick hazes. Morning hazes are
homogeneous and found over regions of high albedo and low
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thermal inertia, where the nighttime temperature is the cold-
est. They are probably remnants of nighttime clouds and
dissipate by noon. Topographically controlled hazes are thin
hazes found on sloping regions at various local times, before
and after the formation of the optically dense cloud belt. They
might have the same origin as the well developed cloud belt,
but seem to be weakened by the high temperatures of early
spring and late summer and resulting difficulty to reach sat-
uration. Cumulus clouds are 5 to 10 km in size, and form
during early afternoon from mid-spring to mid-summer.
These are the times when the boundary layer is the thickest,
and the saturation altitude the lowest. Their time of occur-
rence is consistent with the shallow convective origin pro-
posed byMichaels and Rafkin [2004], even though this needs
to be confirmed using spectral observations at higher spatial
resolution. They are found especially south of Alba Patera
and Valles Marineris and coexist with thick hazes at the
periphery of the cloud belt. Consequently, they might explain
the origin of the type 1 clouds identified by Clancy et al.
[2003]. Thick hazes are found in the afternoon, and develop
from mid-spring to mid-summer, especially west of the
Tharsis Montes and north of Valles Marineris. They are the
only clouds we are able to analyze in detail with OMEGA,
given their large optical depth. They are especially well
developed around Ls = 100, as noticed by Benson et al.
[2003], Smith [2004], and Mateshvili et al. [2007].
[94] 2. The effective radius of ice particles, cloud opacity
at visible wavelengths and water ice content (WIC) are
retrieved in the thickest parts of the cloud belt. The relative
error on retrieved parameters is less than 30% for reff,ice, and
20% for tice. The same area has to be observed under cloud-
free and cloudy conditions to deduce the cloud properties.
The cloud-free spectrum is used to deduce the surface
albedo, over which a synthetic cloud spectrum is fitted to the
observed cloud spectrum. This is done by removing the
contribution of atmospheric dust, using the dust opacity
measurements made simultaneously by the MERs, and by
accounting for thermal emissions, using the temperatures of
the Mars Climate Database v4.3. Extrapolating measure-
ments from the rovers introduces a large error on the atmo-
spheric dust content, which results in uncertainty on surface
albedo. This uncertainty is the main source of error in the
retrieval. The other main uncertainties are knowledge of the
surface temperature and instrumental errors. A systematic
bias toward ice particle sizes which are at most 20–30% too
small is possible, due to the change in ice optical indices as a
function of cloud temperature. Ice particle sizes are consis-
tent with previous analyses, range from 2.2 to 5.4 mm, and
belong to type 2 clouds reported by Clancy et al. [2003]. The
WIC can be considered as maximal, since we focus on the
densest part of the cloud belt, and is equal to 1.3–5.2 pr.mm.
[95] 3. Cloud particle sizes can be separated in two groups,
of 2–3.5 and 5 mm, respectively. The first group may rep-
resent “background” hazes found in the cloud belt, whereas
the second group may correspond to regions of enhanced
cloud formation. Particle sizes of the second group appear to
be quite constant over Ls and local time, and always close to
5 mm. The second group is observed mostly west of
Ascraeus and Pavonis Mons and west of Lunae Planum.
These are regions of strong anabatic winds and these large
particles could be created in environments that are strongly
controlled by local dynamics and topography. A good
example is provided by the Tharsis volcanoes, described by
Michaels et al. [2006] as “water pumps” where large parti-
cles form locally before being carried westward by the
regional circulation. This kind of formation processes,
enhanced by the local wind dynamics, would explain why
these particles are larger than the others. It would also
account for their quite constant size over time, since they
would rapidly grow to reach a threshold size and leave their
formation environment.
[96] We emphasized in this study the complex evolution,
in space and time, of the aphelion clouds, which display
various morphologies and microphysical properties. This is
a first attempt at monitoring cloud properties using near-
infrared imaging spectrometry. The method described here
could be applied to other regions, as long as ice is not
present on the surface. The same approach could be used
with CRISM/MRO, and coupled to its ability to acquire
multiangle data. It would allow the extension of this analysis
to thinner clouds, such as cumulus clouds.
[97] Limb observations with OMEGA could also be used
to further characterize the vertical structure of these clouds.
The stereo imaging provided by the HRSC/MEx instrument
could also give access to the altitude of the different cloud
types. The method consists of identifying the same pattern in
two successive images. Then, the altitude of the cloud can be
deduced with an uncertainty of 1 km [see Scholten et al.,
2010]. The high resolution profiles of MCS/MRO (Mars
Climate Sounder) can also help us to understand the vertical
structure of the clouds. The daytime evolution of the clouds
will be explored in 2016, when the ExoMars Climate
Sounder (EMCS) onboard the ExoMars Trace Gas Orbiter
will provide the aerosol profiles and the water vapor content
of the atmosphere at various local times.
[98] Clouds are essential indicators of Martian meteoro-
logical processes and provide an excellent way to evaluate
climate models, as they result from a conjunction of factors
including dynamics, tracer advection, temperature changes,
and cloud microphysics. In the coming years, further mul-
tiscale observations and modeling of the aphelion clouds
using Global Climate Models, mesoscale models and Large
Eddy Simulations, will give fascinating insights into many
key aspects of the Mars climate.
Appendix A: Retrieval Uncertainties
[99] A good way to clarify the possible biases of our
retrieval method is to summarize it using the formalism of
Rodgers [2000]. In this context, the result of the retrieval x^ is
written as follows:
x^ ¼ R fðx; bÞ þ ; b^; xa; c
 
; ðA1Þ
where R is the retrieval algorithm, f the forward model (the
DISORT radiative transfer code), x the free parameters
(reff,ice and tice), b the forward model parameters,  the
instrumental errors, xa the a-priori information on the
retrieved parameters and c the retrieval method parameters.
The estimated quantities are distinguished from the true
quantities by circumflexes. The present appendix describes
each term of equation (A1) to provide an assessment of the
resulting uncertainty in the retrieval x^. A summary is given
in section A4.
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A1. Instrumental Error ()
[100] To compute the OMEGA radiance, the raw data (in
DN) is divided by the instrumental transfer function (ITF).
From equation (1) of section 2, we can deduce the error in
the reflectance that results from the instrumental error:
sW ¼ Drs ¼ rs DDNDN þ
DITF
ITF
 
; ðA2Þ
where the uncertainties in the incidence angle and solar
radiance (see equation (1)) are neglected. Indeed, the inci-
dence angle, as well as the emergence and phase angles, are
known with a precision of 103 rad. As for the solar radi-
ance, the data set of Colina et al. [1996] is used and its
uncertainty is neglected, since our method is based on the
comparison of two reflectances (surface albedo and cloud
reflectance) computed using the same solar radiance. The
only difference between the two reflectance spectra is the
scaling factor used to deduce the solar radiance at Mars
distance from the radiance at Earth’s distance measured by
Colina et al. [1996]. This distance is well constrained, and
the resulting uncertainty is negligible. Therefore, the instru-
mental error only results from noise and error in the ITF, as
described by equation (A2).
A1.1. Instrumental Noise
[101] The OMEGA signal noise is dominated by read
noise, and the other sources of error are relatively minor
[Langevin et al., 2007]. An uncertainty of 2 DN is intro-
duced [Forget et al., 2007], whose effect on reflectance
depends on the digital numbers received at the wavelength
considered. For example, the effect of the constant read
noise on the reflectance in the L channel is more important
than for the C channel because of the weaker signal received
at longer wavelengths. The less impacted wavelength is
1.5 mm, where the peak of the received signal occurs.
A1.2. Detector Nonlinearity
[102] In the 1.5 mm band region, another bias must be
added and is caused by the nonlinearity of the detector when
signal strength exceeds 1200 DN. This nonlinearity results
in a relative error on the absorption band depth of water ice
of 2 to 3% [Jouglet et al. 2007, para. 22]. Therefore, another
uncertainty is added at 1.5 mm when DN > 1200 and is
deduced from the relative error on the water ice absorption
band depth DBD/BD as follows:
sW;1:5mm ¼ DI1:5mmm0ISun
¼ DBD
BD
ðI1:18mmI1:73mmÞ1=2  I1:5mm
m0ISun
;
where the absorption band depth BD is defined as:
BD ¼ 1 I1:5mm
ðI1:18mmI1:73mmÞ1=2
: ðA3Þ
[103] The radiance of the continuum used to compute the
absorption band depth is given by the geometric mean of the
two adjacent wavelengths among the seven used for our
retrieval: (I1.18mmI1.73mm)
1/2. As the absorption band depth
increases so does the effect of nonlinearity. The resulting
uncertainty at 1.5 mm is often comparable to those intro-
duced at other wavelengths by read noise only.
A1.3. Transfer Function Uncertainty
[104] Uncertainty in the ITF is negligible, except in the L
channel where the photometric response is unstable for
many observations. The correction method described by
Jouglet et al. [2009] is used in the present work. It allows the
correction of non-nominal observations up to orbit 7790.
When a new ITF needs to be computed using this method, a
relative error DITF/ITF = 1% is introduced, based on the
analysis of Jouglet et al. [2009, Figure 9b].
A1.4. Total Instrumental Error
[105] The total instrumental error on the retrieved reflec-
tance is shown in Figure 6 and especially noticed in the L
channel. In the example shown in Figure 6, all the uncer-
tainties mentioned above are introduced, and the mean
Figure A1. Relative error on the (a) retrieved ice particle
size and (b) cloud opacity due to the uncertainty on dust
opacity. The fitted cloud spectra are generated by the radia-
tive transfer code for different ice particle sizes and optical
depths. Four sizes are represented, and cloud optical depth
is unity. The largest absolute error on reff,ice is 1.8 mm,
and only applies for large particle sizes (around 8 mm).
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instrumental error is about 0.2%. The resulting error on the
retrieved parameter is relatively small (3% for both reff,ice
and tice) compared to the error introduced by the forward
model parameters, as we show next.
A2. Forward Model Parameters ( b^)
[106] As glimpsed in Figure 8, the radiative transfer code
requires a set of inputs that have associated uncertainties.
They are described below, in order of decreasing
uncertainty.
A2.1. Surface Albedo (As) and Dust Correction
[107] The largest uncertainty of our study lies on the
retrieved surface albedo As (see section 4.1.6). Indeed, it
depends on the assumed dust opacity and radiative proper-
ties used to remove the contribution of dust scattering from
the cloud-free observation. Vincendon et al. [2009] studied
atmospheric dust using the OMEGA spectrometer, and
developed a method to retrieve dust opacity using different
observations of the same area. It is impossible to use the
same method in our case, since the probability of finding
multiple cloud-free spectra plus a cloud spectrum in the
same area is too small. Nevertheless, Vincendon et al. [2009]
compared the Mars Exploration Rover dust opacity with a
series of OMEGA measurements for different dark regions
and scaled to an equivalent surface pressure. From these
results it seems that using the rover dust opacity to deduce
the opacity in any area of the low to midlatitudes (what we
do) is accurate to within 0.1. Scaled to the mean altitude of
the Tharsis plateau (which is the focus of our study), this is
equivalent to a 1-s error on dust opacity of 0.07.
[108] To quantify the uncertainty resulting from this error
on dust opacity and, a fortiori, surface albedo, we generate a
set of synthetic cloud spectra for which reff,ice and tice are
known, and try to recover these two parameters using our
retrieval method. To generate these synthetic cloud spectra,
the surface albedo retrieved for orbit 3741_4, which corre-
sponds to a dust opacity of 0.42, is used as a lower boundary
condition. When there is no error on the dust opacity
assumed for retrieval (i.e. when tdust = 0.42), the retrieved
reff,ice and tice are equal to those used to generate the syn-
thetic cloud spectra, and the retrieval error is zero. However,
when a perturbation in dust opacity is introduced in the
retrieval algorithm (i.e. tdust = 0.42  0.07), the surface
albedo is not determined accurately. Therefore, the retrieved
reff,ice and tice depart from the ones used for cloud spectra
calculation, and the retrieval error can be assessed.
[109] The results of this experiment are summarized in
Figure A1, which represents the relative error on reff,ice and
tice as a function of dust opacity perturbation. Four different
ice particle sizes are employed and the optical depth at
0.67 mm is unity. When dust opacity is overestimated, so is
the retrieved ice particle size. Indeed, Tharsis terrains are
relatively bright and adding dust tends to darken the surface.
When dust opacity is overestimated, the retrieved surface
albedo is higher than what it should be. Consequently, in the
retrieval process the level of the continuum is too high and
the minimization algorithm increases the absorption band
depths to fit the cloud spectrum, resulting in an over-
estimated particle size. Similar reasoning applies when dust
opacity is underestimated, explaining the general trend seen
in Figure A1a.
[110] On the contrary, overestimating dust opacity results
in an underestimated cloud opacity, as shown by
Figure A1b. This is a direct consequence of the aforemen-
tioned effect: overestimating dust opacity results in larger ice
particles and larger absorption coefficient. The retrieved
cloud opacity is thus reduced accordingly.
[111] Using the uncertainty on dust opacity of 0.07
introduced above, the relative error on the ice particle size
reff,ice is less than 30%, and less than 20% for the cloud
opacity tice.
[112] It is essential to note that these uncertainties depend
on the cloud particle size and opacity, and are given here for
a cloud opacity of 1. Uncertainty increases with decreasing
cloud opacity. This is explained by the fact that the surface
appears through the clouds as cloud opacity decreases,
thereby increasing the impact of the error made on surface
albedo. For example, an absolute error of around 3 mm is
made for a particle size of 6 mm if cloud opacity is reduced
to 0.5. Therefore, our method is valid for cloud opacity near
unity.
[113] It is finally worth mention that we assume uniform
mixing of the dust. We tested the sensitivity of our method
to different Conrath distributions [Conrath, 1975] and dust
layer thicknesses, and did not observe any significant chan-
ges in the retrievals.
A2.2. Cloud Scattering Properties and Altitude
[114] The single scattering parameters for different sizes of
ice particles are deduced from the water ice optical indices of
Warren [1984] measured at 270 K (see section 4.1.7).
However, ice indices vary with temperature, which is nearly
equal to or lower than 180 K in Martian clouds. The optical
indices of Warren [1984] are often used for Martian studies
but one must be careful when working in the near-infrared
range, where the dependence on temperature is not negligi-
ble [Warren, 1984; Grundy and Schmitt, 1998]. The effect of
temperature on the imaginary index of water ice is repre-
sented in Figure A2. The two extreme temperatures of 145 K
[Grundy and Schmitt, 1998; Schmitt et al., 1998] and 270 K
[Warren, 1984] are represented in black and gray, respec-
tively. As temperature increases, so does the imaginary
index outside the absorption bands. Consequently, absorp-
tion by water ice crystals increases with temperature.
[115] When the optical indices of Warren [1984] are
replaced by the 145 K optical indices of Grundy and Schmitt
[1998], our method is less accurate, and the c2 value is
increased by a factor of 1.6. This probably results from the
temperature of 145 K, which is too low. Using the optical
indices of ice at 180 K would probably improve the results,
but at this temperature, the optical indices can not be easily
measured at wavelengths longer than 2.7 mm [Grundy and
Schmitt, 1998], preventing us from using the L channel.
[116] We compared two sets of retrievals made using the
two different optical indices, and found that the retrieved ice
particle size is the most affected. We estimate that the use of
the 270 K ice optical indices could introduce a systematic
bias toward ice particle sizes which are 20–30% too small.
This bias is maximal and probably overestimated, because
the temperature of 145 K used to make our assessment is
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colder than the mean expected temperature of Martian
clouds.
[117] Other possible sources of uncertainty, such as the
cloud altitude or effective variance of the ice particle distri-
bution, were considered but did not have a significant impact
on the retrievals.
A2.3. Thermal Contribution
[118] The thermal contribution in the L channel is
accounted for by using the MCD v4.3 [Forget et al., 1999;
Millour et al., 2008] surface and atmospheric temperatures.
Thermal emission mainly depends on surface temperature,
which is controlled by surface thermal inertia and albedo,
rather than by slope or altitude [see, e.g., Putzig and Mellon,
2007, Figure 1]. Local variations in these two quantities may
result in surface temperature differences not captured by the
LMD/GCM (the Global Climate Model used to build the
MCD). Indeed, the LMD/GCM uses 300  200 km grid
boxes at equatorial latitudes, and thereby misses the subgrid
scale temperature variations seen at OMEGA resolution.
[119] To assess the resulting bias, Forget et al. [2007]
compared the MCD surface temperatures to the OMEGA
measurements of Jouglet et al. [2009, section 4.3], and
found that local differences due to surface property inho-
mogeneities are lower than 10 K. We therefore tested the
sensitivity of our retrieval to a 1-s error in surface temper-
ature of 5 K. The resulting uncertainty on ice particle size is
estimated at 0.2 mm, and at 0.05 for cloud opacity.
A2.4. Dust Radiative Properties
[120] As explained in section 4.1.4, the dust single scat-
tering parameters are computed from the refractive index of
Wolff et al. [2009] by the T-Matrix code ofMishchenko et al.
[1996]. The dominant error source is not the uncertainty in
the refractive index in our case, but rather the assumption on
the size distribution of the dust particles made for com-
puting the single scattering parameters. The retrieval results
for different shapes of the distribution (Gamma or
lognormal) or shapes of the dust particles (spheres or
cylinders) differ by less than 2%. The same can be said for a
0.1 change in the effective variance of the distribution.
[121] The effective radius of the size distribution has a
much larger impact on the retrieval results, which differ by
10% for a 0.5 mm change in the dust particle size around
the default value of 1.5 mm. This difference can be mainly
attributed to an increase in the absorption coefficient with
increasing size of the dust particles. The asymmetry factor g
is, on the contrary, nearly unchanged, at least in the
OMEGA wavelength range. Therefore, overestimating dust
particle size is similar to overestimating dust opacity. We
thus consider that the error due to the uncertainty on dust
particle size is already accounted for by the uncertainty on
dust opacity, which was introduced earlier.
A2.5. Observing Geometry (i.e., j)
[122] The OMEGA observing geometry is known with an
accuracy of 103 rad, and the resulting uncertainty on our
retrieval is negligible and always lower than 1%.
A2.6. Surface Hydration
[123] Hydration of surface minerals has many absorption
bands, the strongest of which is the 3 mm absorption band.
This band is extensively studied on Mars, as an indicator
of the surface water content [Jouglet et al., 2007; Milliken
et al., 2007; Pommerol et al., 2009; Beck et al., 2010]. Our
retrieval uses the 3.1 mm band of water ice, which could be
affected by the 3 mm hydration band. However, Jouglet et al.
[2007] analyzed the seasonal variations in the 3 mm hydra-
tion band, and found that, except in the 40N–60N latitude
band, the 3 mm signature due to surface hydration remains
unchanged from one observation to the other. Our region of
study is outside this latitude band. We can therefore assume
that the surface hydration state is the same for the two
spectra used in our retrieval and that surface hydration has
no impact on cloud property measurements.
A3. Retrieval Method Parameters
A3.1. A Priori Information (xa)
[124] The result of the retrieval does not depend on the
a-priori information, as long as the initial size of the ice
particles is larger than a micrometer. Otherwise, the mini-
mization algorithm stops in a secondary minimum, as
explained in the last paragraph of section 4.1.7.
A3.2. Minimization Parameters (c)
[125] The minimization method stops when the relative
difference between two consecutive solutions is less than
0.1%. The step size used to compute numerical derivatives is
0.5 mm for reff,ice and 0.1 for tice. Other values within the
same order of magnitude do not change the results by more
than 1%. Therefore, there is no significant uncertainty
introduced by the minimization.
A4. Overall Uncertainty
[126] In summary, the main sources of uncertainty are the
instrumental error and the errors on dust opacity (and
therefore on the retrieved surface albedo) and temperature.
The total 1-s error is obtained by quadratically adding these
Figure A2. Imaginary indices ni of hexagonal water ice
measured by Grundy and Schmitt [1998] and Schmitt et al.
[1998] (black curve) and Warren [1984] (gray curve). The
sample temperatures are 145 K and 270 K, respectively.
Times symbols indicate the ni values for the wavelengths
used in the retrieval. Ice temperature changes the sharpness
of the absorption bands and has a non-negligible effect on
the retrieved ice particle sizes.
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three errors, and is summarized in Table 3 for different ice
particle sizes and a cloud opacity of unity. The relative error
is about 25% for reff,ice and 15% for tice. There is also a
possible systematic bias toward ice crystals which are 20–
30% too small, due to the uncertainty on water ice optical
indices.
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